Abstract. Let F: R« -» R* and x* a simple root in R* of the system of nonlinear equations F\x) = 0.
Numerical Stability of Iterations. We consider the numerical solution of the equation
(1) ¡\x) = 0 with F: R9 -» R*: x -* Fix), abstract analytic in 0 [5] . Assume that (1) has a simple root x*. We briefly repeat the definition of condition-number given by Wozniakowski [7] . The condition-number should measure the sensitivity of the solution (output) with respect to changes in the data (input). We assume that F depends parametrically on a vector d £ W, called data vector F{x) = F{x; d), and instead of the exact value Fix; d) we only have the computed value fl(F(x; d)) in t digit floating-point binary arithmetic. At best we can expect that fl(.F(x; d)) is the exact value of a slightly perturbed operator at slightly perturbed data (2) fl{F{x; d)) = {I + AF)F{x + Ax; d + Ad),
where / is the q X q unit-matrix and ||Ax|| < CpIIxH, ||AJ|| < C2p\\d\\, \\AF\\ < C3p {AFaq X q matrix), for constants C,, C2, C3 (only depending on the dimensions of the problem) and with p = 2"' the relative computer precision [8] . By introducing the Landau-symbol O, we could also write Ax = 0{p), Ad = 0{p), AF = 0{p),
where the constants in the Landau-notation depend on x, d and the dimensions. We will always, for a given F, define the data vector so that (2) holds and so that the condition number (see Definition 1.1) is minimized. Let ñ{d) denote the t digit binary representation of the vector d in floating-point arithmetic \\fl{d) -d\\ < Cp\\d\\, i.e. ñ{d) -d= 0{p).
Since d is represented by fl(^), we solve in fact Fix; f\d)) = 0 instead of Fix) = 0, independent of the method used to solve (1). Let Fx and F'd denote the partial Fréchet-derivatives of F, respectively with respect to x and d. Now Fix; fl(¿0) = 0 has a root x* in the neighborhood of x* and x* -x* = Oip) if t is sufficiently large; thus,
+higher order terms in x* -x* and ñ{d) -d
where the constant in the Landau-notation depends on x*, d and F.
For** *0: ||£* -x*||/||*l < \\F£x*; dy'F^x*; í/)||Cp||¿||/||*l + Oip2). Let us now suppose that Fix; d) = 0 is solved by an iterative procedure $(*, F), where $ can use several Fj-^, they'th Fréchet-derivative of F at x¡ (if j = 1 or 2, a single or double prime is used instead of the superscript j). If {*} is the sequence of successive approximations of x*, we can at best expect x¡ to be the representation of a computed value for x*, H* -í*|| < Kp\\?*\\. In practice we often want to find an approximation xi such that ||* -**|| < e||x*||. This is possible if the problem is sufficiently well-conditioned, i.e., p cond(F; d) = Oie). In floating-point arithmetic we have *+. = *(*, E) + tj, where £,. = ñ(9(x" F)) -*(*, F).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where F" a2 is the bilinear operator F" evaluated on (a" a¡). The Newton-iteration results from approximating the series in (3) by its first two terms, i.e., the (1, 0)-APA [2] .
In [7] Wozniakowski proves numerical stability of the Newton-iteration under a natural assumption on the computed evaluation of F. Proof. In [7] .
Another way to approximate ** is to use the (1, 1)-ARA [2] for the power series where multiplication and division of the vectors in Rq in the numerator and denominator of (4) are componentwise. For q = 1 the iteration (4) is the wellknown Halley-iteration. We will also use the name Halley-iteration for the case q > 1. We will now prove numerical stability of this iteration under assumptions similar to the assumptions for the Newton-iteration. We will also assume that the divisions in (4) are such that (5) Í +■ LP. 2y°(iNrv+/) = oip').
Condition (5) takes care of the fact that the denominator of the correction-term in (4) does not become too small in comparison with 0{\\ai\\'~kpk). The assumption of (5) •F'(x,/;o') = 0(p).
We can write down an analogous formula for F"ix,y; d). We remark that the algorithm even behaves considerably well for a condition number of the order of 103 or 104.
The two linear systems of equations are well-conditioned since the condition number of the linear systems in x* = lim,^^ x, is \\Fx{x*;dy1\\-\\Fx{x*;d)\\=2.
One can prove that the use of Gaussian elimination with row pivoting for this example satisfies the conditions (d) and (e) of Theorem 2.2. So we can expect to get a reasonable approximation of the solution of Fix,y; d) = 0 using the numerically stable iterative method (4); the numerical results illustrate this. Let us at the same time follow the loss of significant digits in the root x* as the problem becomes worse-conditioned. The calculations are performed in double precision (r = 56) on the PDP 11/45 of the University of Antwerp. We will solve the nonlinear system
